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Abstract

We address problems associated with testing real-time systems with on-line scheduling where

no exact estimations of worst-case execution times or load patterns can be acquired. Under these

circumstances, testing the timeliness of a real-time system is imperative for gaining confidence

in its correctness. In such real-time systems a huge effort is associated with testing due to non-

determinism of the execution environment. A framework for testing is proposed, which include

an approach for test case generation, testing criteria for timeliness testing, and methods for

automating the test-case execution process. The suggested framework uses a formalized model

for specifying the execution environment and applications so that relevant execution orders of

tasks can be selected. Test data is then produced for demonstrating that critical execution orders

do not cause timing constraints to be violated.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Real-time systems must be dependable as they often operate in tight interaction with

human operators and valuable equipment. A current trend is to increase the flexibility

of such systems so that they can provide features with additional quality of service apart

from their core functionality. The flexibility comes with a cost of increased complexity and

non-deterministic temporal behaviors. This implies that there is a need for verification

methods to detect errors that arise from temporal faults so that confidence still can be

placed in the safety of the system and reliability of the core functionality.

A problem associated with testing of real-time applications is that their timeliness de-

pends on the execution order of tasks. This is particularly problematic for event-triggered

and dynamically scheduled real-time systems where the system is continuously notified of

events that may influence the execution order. Furthermore, tasks in real-time systems be-

have differently from one execution to the other, depending not only on data-dependencies

in program logic but also on acceleration hardware components such as caches and branch-

predicting pipelines. This non-deterministic behavior necessitates methods and tools for

finding the situations when errors in temporal estimations can cause critical applications

to fail. We propose a framework for timeliness testing of real-time systems using auto-
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matic test-case generation and execution techniques. Within our proposed framework, the

estimated temporal properties and the resource requirement of real-time applications are

specified in a formal way. Furthermore, properties of the execution environment are part

of the model. Our hypothesis is that such a model allows effective and automatic test-case

generation. Testing criteria for timeliness and robustness is suggested within the frame-

work as well as a method for making test case executions more deterministic than current

methods. The expected result allows testing to be concentrated on critical behaviors in-

dicated by automatic test-case selection, and hence, the assumptions and estimates in the

model is verified. A contribution of this work is also to provide prototype tool support for

the suggested framework.

In chapter 2, we give a brief introduction to relevant concepts and contrast the domain

of this work to other research domains. In chapter 3 we introduce the problem in more

detail, motivate why it needs to be solved and present our aims and objectives. In chapters

4 and 5 we present initial results and interesting ideas in the form of a hypothesized solution

for the identified problems. Section 6 presents expected results in the form of a plan of

action for reaching the aim and validating and refining our suggested solution. Section

7 conclude the thesis proposal and elaborate on the expected contributions and scientific

and industrial significance of the proposed thesis. In appendix A, an outline for the thesis

proposed is presented.
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Chapter 2

Real-time and Testing Concepts

This section introduces the various concepts that are used in the problem and thesis state-

ments. It also gives relevant background and describes the domain where the contribution

of the proposed thesis will be made.

2.1 Dependable Real-Time Systems

Real-time systems denote information processing systems which have to respond to exter-

nally generated input stimuli within a finite and specified period. Sometimes these systems

are also called embedded or reactive. They are called embedded because they often operate

in the context of a larger engineering system – designed for a dedicated platform and ap-

plication. They are called reactive since they react on changes in the environment through

sensors and influence it through actuators. Typically, there are explicit time constraints,

deadlines, associated with the response of the system [Ram95].

Dependable systems are computer systems where peoples life, environmental or eco-

nomical value may depend on the continued service of the system [Lap94]. Because real-

time systems operate in tight interaction with their environment they often need to be
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dependable.

Kopetz and Verisimo [Kop93] describes two ways to design real-time systems, time-

triggered and event-triggered. The primary difference is that time-triggered systems ob-

serves the environment and performs actions at pre-specified points in time, whereas event-

triggerd detects and acts on events immediately.

A pure time-triggered real-time system operates with a fixed period. At the end of each

period the system detects all events that have occurred since the period started and reacts

to them by executing the corresponding tasks in the following period. The computations

that are made in one period must be finished before the next period starts. Scheduling in

such a time-triggered real-time system is made before the system is put into operation to

guarantee that all tasks meet their deadlines, given the assumed load.

In an event-triggered system, the system reacts on events by immediately activating a

task that should service the request associated with the event within a given time. The

execution order of the active set of tasks depends on the priority of the individual task,

which in turn can be decided by its period, criticality or urgency. It is also possible to

design hybrid systems, for example, time-triggered systems with some periodic task that

act as servers for event-triggered requests from the environment.

It is also common to make a distinction between statically scheduled and dynamically

scheduled systems [Mul93]. Statically scheduled systems are scheduled before the system

goes into operation, either by assigning static priorities to periodic tasks (for example, fixed

priority scheduling) or by constructing a static schedule. Dynamically scheduled systems

perform scheduling during operation, using a special on-line scheduling component which

changes priorities of tasks depending on the current state of the system, its environment,

pending requests and some scheduling algorithm (for example, earliest deadline first or

least-laxity). A time-triggered system is by definition statically scheduled, whereas an

event-triggered system can be scheduled statically or dynamically.
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Event-triggered and dynamically scheduled systems will be referred to as Dynamic

real-time systems in this work.

Dynamic real-time systems are often applied when there is little knowledge about the

exact behavior of the system environment at design time or when the system is likely to be

reconfigured or extended often. Another typical property of dynamically scheduled systems

is that they provide some core functionality with associated hard time constraints and tasks

that are executed to increase quality of service. This is sometimes called a mixed task load.

Example of such applications includes air-traffic control system, telecom applications or

transaction based systems.

The choice of design and scheduling paradigm has been discussed in the real-time

research community for a long time. There are apparent benefits and drawbacks of both

paradigms, the time triggered and statically scheduled systems offer more predictability

and analyzability at the cost of wasted resources. The event-triggered paradigm gives more

flexibility and better utilization at the cost of lower predictability. This work focuses on

event-triggered real-time systems with dynamic scheduling because their low analyzability.

The problem with analysis implies that other means are necessary as a complement for

assuring confidence in correctness, for example dynamic verification.

As an example of a system where our methods can be applied, consider an onboard

control system for a high-speed train. The system is used in many different rail-car models

and should operate in unpredictable and changing environments that incorporate people

– therefore an event-triggered solution is desirable. Each car in the train consists of a

cluster of sensors, actuators and time-triggered real-time nodes for controlling things like

the tilt of the cars. These components are interconnected with a real-time network. On

each rail car there is also an event-triggered real-time node. The event-triggered system is

used for monitoring and adjusting the operation of the underlying time-triggered system,

performing data-collection for maintenance, and communicating with event-triggered nodes
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in other rail cars and the control panel in the engine cockpit. This system would have some

safety-critical tasks, for example, detecting that someone requesting an emergency break,

or that some component on the underlying control-network is failing. It also has a lot of

non-critical control tasks, such as detecting that the sink in the lavatory is stuck or that

the water-tank is empty.

2.2 Automated Testing Concepts

Two common purposes of testing are conformance testing and fault-finding testing [Lap94].

Conformance testing aims at verifying that a specific implementation satisfies its specifica-

tion while fault-finding testing aims at finding special classes of implementation (or design)

faults. Testing can also be used to estimate reliability or safety of systems. Common to

all these purposes is the underlying desire to gain confidence in the systems behavior.

Testing is performed at different levels during software development to strengthen the

test process [Bei90]. Unit testing refers to testing a module of code with a specified func-

tionality and interface. Integration testing is the process of verifying correctness of the

interaction between components. System level testing is done at the implemented system

as a whole; this typically requires that all parts of the system are implemented and inte-

grated [Bei90]. Certain fault types can only be tested in a meaningful way at the system

level, e.g. faults in the time domain [Sch94]. A special form of system level testing is

acceptance testing, which is done as a last assessment before stakeholders put a system

into operation. In this work we mainly focus on testing at the system level.

In software testing, a distinction is commonly made between structural and functional

testing techniques [Lap94]. In structural testing, test cases are based on system design, code

structure and the systems internal architecture. In functional testing, the system under

test is considered a black-box with unknown internal structure. In functional testing, test
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cases are created based solely on knowledge about system requirements and specification

documents. This work considers both functional and architectural knowledge, since we

argue that structured information from both domains is required to do meaningful testing

of event-triggered systems.

A desirable property of a tested system is to have an associated metric in which the

completeness or thoroughness of testing can be expressed. It is not trivial to formulate

such a metric since it typically requires a bound and known number of relevant test cases.

To remedy this, different forms of testing criteria are used.

A testing criterion is a way to express that some class of testing requirements is sys-

tematically evaluated.

Test requirements are specific demands that must be satisfied or investigated during

testing [OXL99]. E.g. test requirements can be to execute a specific source code statement,

to enforce a specific execution order of tasks, or to cover a transition in a state-machine

specification.

Hence, examples of a test criterion can be; execute all source code statements containing

the letter x, execute all possible execution orders of tasks that share data, or cover all

transitions in a state machine specification.

Once test criteria have been set up for a system, they can be used in two ways. Either,

it can be used to measure the test coverage of a specific test suite, or they can be used

during test case selection so that the resulting test suite will fulfill the associated test

criterion.

Test coverage and testing criteria are also used to express the level of ambition during

a testing. That is, a set of test criteria sets a threshold of when an application has been

tested sufficiently and the test coverage denotes the fraction of test requirements we have

covered. For structural unit testing, there is a set of commonly accepted test criteria based

on exercised code, for example decision coverage and statement coverage.
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2.3 Testing Issues of Real-Time Systems

Schütz [Sch94] describes some issues that need to be considered when testing real-time

systems in general. Some of these issues become even more difficult to resolve when aim-

ing at testing event-triggered and dynamically scheduled systems. Real-time systems are

usually parallel or concurrent; this complicates test-case generation because the behavior

of the system depends on the potentially non-deterministic order in which tasks execute.

Further, dynamically scheduled real-time systems may behave differently depending on

time dependencies in program logic and scheduling, adding another dimension to the test

case search space.

One issue that Schütz discusses is observability. Observability in a software system

is usually achieved by inserting probes that reveal information about the current state

or internal state-changes in the system. The problem in real-time systems is that by

introducing probes into the software you actually influence the (timely) behavior of the

system. Hence, you cannot remove the probes once testing is complete without invalidating

the test results. This problem is usually refereed to as probe-effect. The most common

way to avoid the probe-effect problem is to leave the probes in the system, but direct their

output to an inaccessible channel during operation. A special version of this is to have a

built-in component (software or hardware) that monitors the activity in the system and

then leave the component in the system, or compensate for the activity of such component

during operation.

Two related concepts in this context are controllability and reproducibility.

Reproducibility is the property that the system repeatedly exhibits identical behavior

when stimulated with the same test case. Reproducibility is a very desirable property for

testing, in particular it is useful during regression testing and debugging. In debugging it

is important to be able to expose and analyze the error and the conditions under which
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it occurs. Regression testing is done after a fault is corrected in order to assure that the

error does not longer appear and that the repair did not introduce new errors.

Controllability is the amount of influence the tester has over the system during test

execution and debugging. High controllability is required for achieving reproducibility in

systems that are not implicitly reproducible.

It is also important to have reproducible behavior to determine the test coverage of a

particular test suite. However, in real-time systems, and in particular in event-triggered and

dynamically scheduled systems it is very hard to achieve reproducibility. This is because

the actual (temporal and causal) behavior of a system will depend on elements that have

not been expressed explicitly as an input to the system. For example, the response time

of a task will depend on the current load of the system, previous decisions of the dynamic

scheduler, varying efficiency of hardware acceleration components etc. Typically, testers of

irreproducible (or non-deterministic) systems must resort to statistical methods to ensure

the validity of test results, which in turn will require that the same test case may have to

be executed many times to reach statistical significant results. For example, consider the

simple case when two tasks are executed on the same processor and in 70% of all cases the

tasks are scheduled in one particular order. To detect an error when the reversed order

occurs the test case must be executed at least 13 times to have 99% probability of revealing

the error. In this work, the reproducibility of the test execution is increased and means

provided to automatically re-execute test cases to gain statistical confidence of test results.

When testing embedded systems there are two categories of testing technologies, open-

loop and closed-loop (see figure 2.1) . In open-loop testing, test suites are constructed

(manually) or generated (automatically). The test cases used in open loop testing are

often sequences of input data (or stimuli) that are fed into the system through its sensor

interfaces (real or simulated). The test cases in the test suite are ordered in a intelligent

way (that is, to minimize resets and unnecessary re-execution if possible [DF93]) and the
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Figure 2.1: Open-loop versus Closed-loop Testing

tested system is executed with each test-case as input at least once. In closed-loop testing,

the real-time system is coupled to a simulation of the environment in which the system

should operate. The environment simulator reacts to the actuator output of the tested

real-time system according to pre-defined rules (e.g. physics) and, based on that output,

it calculates new sets of stimuli. For example, it is possible to build a software real-time

environment simulator that runs on another computing node and simulate the behavior of

a nuclear reactor core. A test case in closed-loop testing can consist of parameters that

influence the behavior of the simulator in different ways (e.g. change the wind-conditions

in the environment of an air-plane). This work will mainly consider open-loop testing,

since issues with construction of environment simulators are very application specific.
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Chapter 3

Problem Description

This chapter motivates research in automated testing of timeliness, describes important

problems in this context and specifies the aim and objectives of the proposed thesis.

3.1 Motivation

It is currently too expensive to make dynamic real-time systems dependable. It has

been shown that sometimes more than 50 percent of the development cost of software is

spent on testing and verification activities [Bei90]. In dependable real-time software, these

figures may be higher due to stringent requirements from stakeholders.

There are strong reasons to believe that the number of systems with real-time re-

quirements (implicit or explicit) will increase and the time-to-market window for real-time

systems will decrease in the future (e.g. consider applications on the next generation In-

ternet where bandwidth and network latencies are supposed to be guaranteed for real-time

channels) and, hence, the need for flexible and extendible systems increases [Sta96]. At

the same time, dependable systems such as on-line banking, drive-by-wire, autonomous

vehicles, intelligent homes and traffic surveillance (or control) systems become more com-

mon in society. Unfortunately, dynamic systems are hard to analyze statically and prove
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correct in the time domain. Hence, new solutions for complementary verification methods

of such systems are imperative.

Testing is necessary to increase confidence in the timeliness of real-time systems. In-

dustrial practice has few methods for verifying temporal correctness of complex systems,

and the methods that exist are often case-specific or ad-hoc [Sch94, BJ00].

Schütz [Sch94] points out that the test process is generally less mature than other

phases of the development cycle and that the existing phases and methodologies do not

address the issues that are important in real-time and distributed systems. Hence, new

methods for testing real-time systems are important research. In particular, the issue of

specific test case generation methods for real-time system is mentioned [Sch93].

Automation has been propagated by the testing industry for a long time, the main em-

phasis has been on automating test execution for regression testing. Also various methods

for automatic test case generation have been presented in testing research (for example, see

[DF93, DO93]). Automation is beneficial since it avoids human mistakes during testing,

and potentially also decreases the associated time of execution and generation significantly.

Therefore, this work focuses on automated test case generation and execution.

In the formal methods community, researchers have realized [HB95] that software test-

ing is a necessary complement to refinement in order to increase confidence in software.

For instance, testing of the integration of formally developed components with standard

components and libraries, which have not been part of the formal development, are neces-

sary.

3.2 Problem Statement

Timeliness is one of the most important properties of real-time systems. Formal proofs,

static analysis and scheduling theory which aim to guarantee timeliness in dependable

real-time systems require full knowledge of worst-case execution times, load patterns, task
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dependencies, and arrival rates of requests. Such information is seldom available, and

if those techniques are applied they must often be based on estimations that cannot be

guaranteed to be correct. For example it has become increasingly complex to model a

state-of-the-art processor in order to predict timing characteristics of tasks [PF99b].

The purpose of testing timeliness is to verify the temporal characteristics that are as-

sumed during the design. For systems with flexibility requirements it is also useful to test

the behavior of the system when the environment deviates from the given assumptions.

Testing of timeliness does not rely blindly on the accuracy of models and estimations; in-

stead the system is executed and monitored so that critical timing failures can be detected.

An important problem when performing timeliness testing is associated with the lack of

reproducibility in dynamic real-time systems. To test a specific situation in such a system,

it is necessary to be able to force the system to a valid state from which that situation

can be tested. In a non-deterministic system it is hard to externally control the behavior

so that a desired state is reached, especially if the state occurs after a long sequence of

interactions from an inherent reset (or idle) state. Once a desired state is reached, in such

a system, a test case must be re-executed several times to get confidence in the test result.

If the test-execution mechanism must rely on statistical distribution every time it should

reach a state from which of a test case begins, then the total test effort for executing one

such test, and get statistically certified results, will be substantial. This is particularly

problematic if the test execution must be performed manually and no support for test

execution exists in the tested system.

Another problem in relation to this is the huge number of possible execution orders

in dynamically scheduled and event-triggered systems [Sch93]. One reason for this is that

schedules do not repeat in the same way as in statically scheduled systems and grow

exponentially in relation to the number of tasks in the system. This makes it important to

find test selection methods that focus testing on exposing the situations where temporal
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faults are most likely to be revealed. However, it is not trivial to derive test cases that

exercise potential critical instants (that is, the worst case interleaving of tasks) in systems

that have resource dependencies and are dynamically scheduled (see for example analysis

of worst case responsiveness using the EDF algorithm [SSRB98]).

These problems can be summarized:

It is costly and sometimes impossible to analyze and guarantee the timeliness of dynamic

real-time systems. Hence, we want to use automated testing techniques to build confidence

in temporal correctness. However, existing methods, tools or testing criteria do not help us

because they often neglect the non-determinism and the huge number of possible execution

orders of dynamic systems. Hence, test-case execution takes a lot of time and the test cases

that are executed seldom verify the execution orders that are most likely to reveal timeliness

faults.

3.3 Aim and Objectives

We want to develop testing criteria that give confidence in the timeliness of dynamic real-

time systems. We also want to develop methods and tools for generating and executing our

test suites automatically since this decreases the effort (and cost) of testing. We believe

such methods are necessary for reaching the levels of confidence required in dependable

systems.

Hence, the aim of this project is to propose and evaluate methods capable of auto-

matically testing event-triggered and dynamically scheduled systems in the time domain.

If successful, such approach would solve the problems outlined in the problem definition.

If not, this project will show why such testing is futile and new, previously unforeseen,

problems in verifying timeliness.

To reach the aim, a set of intermediate objectives has been identified. These outline
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sub-goals and form a plan of action for the thesis work.

1. Define the contents of test-cases and system requirements so that automated test-case

execution is feasible.

2. Adopt a notation for specifying dynamic real-time systems so that automatic test-

case generation can be supported.

3. Formulation of test criteria for selecting test cases and the corresponding algorithms

for generating those test-cases.

4. Implementation of tool prototypes which implements automatic test-case generation

and execution techniques.

5. Validate the method by using the tools for testing one or many dynamic real-time

applications

The purpose of the first objective is to in detail investigate how to automatically execute

test cases to do meaningful timeliness testing. That includes specifying execution environ-

ment constraints and controllability mechanisms that form a useful testing environment.

This also reveals what must be available in test-case specifications for such automated

test-case execution to be possible. Hence, fulfilling this objective requires that a detailed

model of test-case execution for our class of target systems be developed and validated.

The second objective is to adapt or develop a suitable notation for describing both

typical dynamic real-time system applications and their execution environment. Such

notation should be able to express the system state space and valid behaviors and serve as

input for algorithms that automatically generates test cases.

The third objective is closely related to the second. Given a notation for valid system

behaviors, testing criteria for timeliness and robustness should be investigated. Such testing

criterion shall promote a subset of behaviors that can be tested to increase confidence that
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an implementation conforms to its specification with respect to timeliness or robustness. A

minimum requirement for such testing criterion is that a test suite that fulfills the criterion

is more successful in revealing faults than a randomly generated test suite of the same size.

The purpose of the fourth objective is to implement the ideas and algorithms proposed

in prototype tools. This objective is fulfilled when prototype tools are able to support

automatically generating test case specifications from the given notation and execute test

cases automatically.

The purpose of the fifth objective is to try out the proposed methods on some dynamic

real-time systems. Some successful case studies are required to build confidence in the

proposed test methods, and act as proofs of concept for automated timeliness testing. It

should be possible to compare the test-effort and efficiency of testing with other methods

for these particular systems.

3.4 Initial Approach and Current Status

Initial research toward reaching these objectives has been done from two directions.

From the test execution direction, an initial test execution scheme has been proposed,

based partly on previous research on constrained event triggered systems. This includes a

definition of required contents of test cases, a set of useful properties of the tested system,

and a methodology for execution of tests that limit the problems with reproducibility.

A simulation model that visualizes and simulates the test-case execution in a dynamic

real-time system is currently being built to validate the gained efficiency of this method.

From the test case generation direction, a literature survey of existing specification

based test-case generation methods has been made to evaluate the properties and avail-

able results for different specification models. The literature survey indicated that timed

automata with tasks and Petri-nets are the notations that best satisfy our requirements.
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We are currently extending and evaluating a model based on Timed Automata with Tasks.

Furthermore, a set of preliminary testing criteria for timeliness has been proposed.

The two following chapters present preliminary results and initial ideas from these two

directions in more detail. In Chapter 6, a more detailed plan of action for reaching and

validating each objective is presented.
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Chapter 4

Automated Test-Case Execution

This chapter presents a test execution environment with the purpose to support auto-

mated test-case execution. First, this test execution environment is described in general

terms. An idealized architecture for implementing such environment is described and pos-

sible constraints for testability are discussed. This chapter also presents an automated

test-case execution scheme for dynamic real-time systems and outlines the contents of the

test case specifications needed.

4.1 Test Execution Environment

For increased system testability we propose an architecture where event-triggered appli-

cations are implemented in a transaction processing system, which provide resource man-

agement, concurrency control, event monitoring and filtering. There are several benefits

of using such an architecture apart from the testability issue; for example, synchronization

and consistent data management are supported. The testability in this architecture is in-

creased by properties associated with transactions such as isolation and atomicity, which

imply that concurrently executing transactions will interact in well-defined ways. Hence,

a transaction-processing platform ensures that the correctness of system output data does
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not depend on the execution order and allows us to focus on testing timeliness (which does

depend on execution order).

As mentioned above, a problem when testing real-time systems is relates to the re-

peatability issues related to the non-determinism leading to varying execution orders and

execution times of transaction tasks. This leads to problems in stating that a particular be-

havior has been sufficiently tested. Most test-case generation methods for testing real-time

systems aim at generating event-sequences, that is, sequences of events with associated

relative time-stamps (see section 7). However, the internal system state in which these

inputs occur is seldom considered. This implies that the same event-sequences have to be

run very many times to be able to verify a specific execution order.

The alternative is to have some means of controlling the execution environment so

that a particular execution order occurs more often. An approach toward achieving this

is to include detailed information about the internal system-wide state (the state of all

concurrently executing transaction tasks) from which a test should start in the test case

specifications. This achieves a more deterministic test execution through forcing the spe-

cific start-state before beginning actual test-case execution. By using such test cases, the

problem of finding timeliness violations is limited to the problem of selecting (and exe-

cuting) the right test cases instead of massive re-execution of the same event-sequences.

Complete test-case specifications for the systems we consider are discussed in section 4.4.

However, this kind of testing requires support from the execution environment of the

applications and some protocol for applications behavior.

For example, when performing timeliness testing probes or instrumentation cannot be

inserted in the execution environment during test execution and then removed, as they

will change the temporal behavior of the system. In the system architecture presented

here, a non-intrusive event monitoring facility is provided by the underlying transaction

processing system, and since the monitor will remain in the system during normal operation
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the temporal behavior is preserved. Further, all instrumentation to setup a test cases is

done prior to the actual test execution. This is further described in sections 4.2 and 4.5.

Adding system state information to test cases has the consequence of dramatically

increasing the total number of test cases possible to run in the system. This can be

compensated for by adding constraints on the system behavior as described by Mellin et

al. [Mel98] [BMA99]. In particular, the inclusion of designated preemption points reduce

the number of possible behaviors of the system significantly and simplifies test execution.

The benefits of such constraints are described in section 4.3.

4.2 Target Systems Architecture

The architecture presented here is idealized for executing test cases automatically. This

architectural model is not applicable for all dynamic real-time systems. However, the sig-

nificant design elements can be implemented in several ways and still support the proposed

test-case execution scheme.

To decouple low-level interrupt-handling, event-filtering and run-time support services

which may be hard to execute in transactions from the applications and data-management,

they are assumed to be executing on a separate processing element. This processing element

will be called the service processor, and have activities scheduled under the time-triggered

paradigm (see figure 4.1). The reason for choosing a time-triggered paradigm here is that

the characteristics of the support system should need to be changed less frequently, and

have lower performance requirements compared to the bulk load of application transac-

tions. The real-time applications with flexibility and extendibility requirements should be

executing on an application processor. We are currently only considering the case with a

single application processor, but the framework can be extended with multiple application

processors in future work.
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Figure 4.1: An example architecture for testable Real-time systems

In classic hard real-time system, the priority of tasks is determined by their temporal

characteristics, for example period or deadline (see Burns and Wellings [BW01]). These

characteristics are independent of the utility of completing tasks. In event-triggered sys-

tems, there is often a mixed task load where some tasks are more important for the contin-

uing operation of the system than others. Therefore, a criticality level is associated with

each task so that priorities can be set in accordance with system utility instead of pure

temporal characteristic. For example, a task that periodically monitors the heat of the car

engine may be less critical than a task that coordinates the ABS-brake systems even if it

has a higher period and earlier deadline.

Because of the event-triggered semantics it is possible for overload situations to occur.

In an overload situation it is often theoretically impossible to schedule all transactions,

and therefore an admission control scheme is used to filter incoming requests so that the

system does not become non-schedulable. The admission control use assumptions about

the execution times of tasks, criticality levels, and current load to accept or reject tasks

to be scheduled. Hence, if the operation and inputs to the admission controller are always

accurate, all accepted transactions would meet their deadlines. Timeliness testing verifies

the assumptions of the system tasks and the correctness of the admission controller and

scheduler.
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If an event-triggered system does not use an admission control scheme, but relies di-

rectly on the assumptions about the environment, timeliness testing becomes even more

imperative to determine consequences of unforeseen run-time variations and overload.

In this work, we assume a mixed task load and admission control, but our results remain

important even if admission control and overload resolution is absent.

4.3 System Constraints

One of the most interesting constraints for testability is the notion of designated preemp-

tion points for tasks. A preemption point is a point in the executable code where a task

potentially can be preempted by a higher priority task. In the work by Birgisson, Mellin

and Andler [Bir98], the preemption points are primarily used for reducing the number of

states in the system. From a test execution perspective, the benefit of the preemption

points is that it can help increase controllability (see section 4.5).

Another possible simplification of the system architecture is that transactions lock

all needed resources before they can start to execute. This is called strictly pessimistic

concurrency control and is used in transaction processing systems to support atomicity of

transactions. A strictly pessimistic concurrency control scheme has the advantage that

information does not leave the transaction until the transaction is finished and all changes

take effect simultaneously. This is beneficial for testing, and also simplifies the semantics

of applications, since errors are confined and data values produced is only dependent on

the execution of the own transaction. It also enables enforcement of specific transactions

states, since transaction execution yield the same state of locked data objects, independent

of other transactions.

It is also possible to avoid a lot of execution order variations by limiting the points in

time where tasks can be released as a consequence of external interrupts [LMA02]. This is
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similar to the observation points used in strictly time-triggered systems. However, event-

triggered semantics are maintained since environment actions initiate activations and the

system still exhibit the graceful degradation of event-triggered systems.

The test method proposed in this work takes advantage of these kinds of constraints

for test-case execution, generation and coverage analysis if they are present in the system

architecture. However, we want to limit the number of constraints that are necessary

for meaningful test case generation so that the results of this work become applicable to

a wider range of systems. By selecting an architecture with few system constraints for

improving testability, the number of test cases needed to reach a specific testing criterion

becomes larger.

4.4 Test-case Specifications

Test cases are defined to contain an initial state description, an event sequence and an

expected outcome.

In a concurrent real-time system, the state is defined by the state of all currently active

tasks (including their point in execution and states of used data objects), and hence,

a sequence of input events is not sufficient to deterministically bring the system into a

specified state. Here, we want to bring the system to a specified test state without explicitly

defining a sequence of events that may lead to it (because it may be reached only in rare,

but critical situations). Hence, the test-case specification must explicitly describe the point

in code (or designated pre-emption point) that each active task is in when a test execution

begins. Obviously, the state of locked resources will influence the execution time of the

individual transactions; hence, relevant initial states of resources should be selected for

testing.

Apart from the initial state description, an event sequence is needed during the test
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execution phase. In a typical event-triggered application, the events arrive with parameters

that are fed to the processing task. The contents of these parameters influence the execution

behavior of the triggered task and need to be included in the test case. In this work, we

argue that event-parameter values should be part of the generated event-sequences.

The expected outcome part of a test case specification is a definition of the correct

system behavior acquired by applying an event sequence on a system executing from the

specified initial state. In a real-time system a time constraint is typically associated with

each outcome. In this work, the expected outcomes are given by the time constraints

of transactions, parameters of output events and changes to data objects. Also, valid

execution orders are considered part of the outcome.

4.5 Test-case Execution Scheme

The first step in executing a test case is to force the system into the specified initial

state. Under the strict pessimistic concurrency control policy, the transactions that are

active have also acquired locks on all required resources. Hence, serial execution up to the

required transaction states are possible while no time dependencies are reflected in the data

objects (in Figure 4.2; transactions T1, T2, and T3 are executed sequentially to specified

preemption points). Once each active task is executed to the specified preemption point,

they are combined to a concurrent initial state. Pending transaction tasks that have not

been allowed to execute yet, but are part of the initial state specification, are then added

to the initial test state. The dynamic scheduler is assumed to update its schedule as a

direct response to incoming events and hence, one must allow it to build an initial schedule

before the test execution begins. At this point the specified initial state has been enforced

and can be saved so that multiple test cases with different event-parameters can be tested

from this state (increasing efficiency of the testing).
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Figure 4.2: Test execution phases

In the second phase the system is executed from the initial state and inputs are exter-

nally injected during the execution according to the event-sequence part of the test-case

specification. The behavior of the system is continuously monitored and logged using the

event monitoring facilities present in the test execution environment. The event logs are

used after test case execution to verify that the correct behavior was observed.
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Chapter 5

Automated Test Case Generation

In this chapter we present ideas for automated test case selection and generation. We

describe an existing candidate specification formalism that will be to be evaluated for

our purposes. We also present some initial testing criteria for timeliness that needs to be

validated. In the end of this chapter we discuss initial ideas, and some related work for how

to automatically generate complete test cases for timeliness from a formal specification.

5.1 Specification Formalism

Our survey of test-case generation methods for testing timeliness concluded that very few

papers considered the internal behavior of a concurrent real-time systems explicitly [Nil00].

Most commonly the methods only provide event-sequences based on the specification and

verify that that the output corresponds to the output gained from the model in a black-box

fashion.

To limit the problem with reproducibility in dynamic real-time systems we want test

cases that contain an internal state description of the system just before the behavior that

we want to test. Hence, we need a specification notation that includes or can be extended

with structural information. Note here that our testing is not structural in the classical
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sense that we use application code as coverage metric. Instead we use knowledge such

as task characteristics, scheduling policies, concurrency policies and resource dependencies

that influence the execution orders to extract test cases including several concurrently

executing tasks.

The specification formalisms used by the methods that seemed most suited in the

literature survey (see section 7.2 and [Nil00]) where timed automata andPetri-nets. Of

these notations, our impression is that timed automata are better suited for modeling time

characteristics. Advantages with both these notations are that they are general and have

been used in various contexts.

An extension to timed automata that models both scheduling and concurrent task

execution is presented by Nordström, Wall and Yi [NAY99]. Their formalism – timed

automata with tasks (TAT) seems suitable for our purposes since it is developed with

real-time systems in mind, and there are explicit operators which model scheduling and

execution of tasks. However, we have identified some issues that need to be solved for this

notation to be useful for our purposes.

One issue is that the original notation only has support for non-preemptive execution.

This has recently been solved and incorporated in a static formal verification and schedul-

ing analysis method for real-time systems by Fersman, Petterson and Yi [FPY02]. The

method presented by Fersman is a valuable complement to the automatic testing framework

proposed here.

Another issue is that the execution times of tasks in the model are assumed to be

fixed at all times. This is not realistic in the type of systems we consider even if we use

the more deterministic form of test-case specifications defined in section 4.4. The cases

where each individual task executes for its maximum time are interesting to test from a

timeliness perspective, but there may also be race-conditions that occur as a result of some

task completing earlier than assumed. However, this is not a problem of the specification
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formalism per se, rather a limitation of the analysis method. Hence, it should not be a

problem to express execution times as intervals. During analysis, actual execution times

can be instantiated for tasks.

Further, the tasks in the model are assumed to be independent. Typically there is

communication between tasks through shared memory or message passing. There are also

mutual exclusive resources such as the data objects in our test execution environment. This

results in dependencies that will influence the possible execution orders in the systems.

Such dependencies need to be captured in the model. Work is currently in progress to

incorporate shared resources in the form of semaphores and causal dependencies between

task executions. We believe that this can be used to describe the locking schemes used in

dynamic real-time systems.

As mentioned in chapter 4, the inherent possibility of overload in dynamically scheduled

systems with sporadic tasks suggests the use of admission control. To detect timeliness

errors in the presence of an admission control scheme it must be incorporated in the model.

Either the admission controller must be modeled as a component part of the environmental

model, or as a filter on valid task sets. Overload resolution must also be modeled.

We believe that all these issues can be solved and that the TAT model, with the

suggested extensions, is a suitable notation for generation of test cases in dynamic real-

time systems.

5.2 Testing Criteria for Timeliness Testing

Testing criteria are needed for testing to be quantifiable. There exists some testing criteria

for real-time systems but they have not been evaluated for testing timeliness of tasks in

non-deterministic systems (For some examples see [Nil00]).

One interesting test coverage metric for timeliness is to use the number of tested exe-
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cution orders in a concurrent system. In the general case, the number of execution orders

in an event-triggered system is theoretically infinite since the number of times a task can

be preempted is unbounded [Mel98]. When using a constrained system the number of

execution orders becomes bounded and the use of test coverage metrics based on execution

order coverage is relevant.

Testing all execution orders is intractable for large systems and comparable with testing

all execution paths in a large sequential software module. However, it should be possible

to formulate less extensive testing criteria based on execution orders and the criticality of

tasks. Some intuitively interesting criteria would be; all execution orders where critical

tasks are preempted maximal number of times, where all resources for critical tasks are

locked, or when all tasks execute near their maximum execution time.

Black and Ammann [AB99] present one example of specification-based testing criteria

which uses specification mutation. A set of mutants is generated from the specification

model using a formalized mutation operator that changes the specification slightly. Each

of the generated mutants represents a test requirement stating that some test case must

distinguish this mutant from a correct program. The test criteria are then related to

the formalized mutation operators. For example, if a mutation operator creates mutants

by changing some positive constant to a negative constant in the specification, then a

testing criterion can be to distinguish all such mutants from the original specification.

The philosophy behind these kinds of criteria is that a test suite, which can find all the

generated faults of a particular type, also should be able find authentic faults of the same

type.

Given a specification model such as TAT, which captures the architectural properties

that influence the execution order of real-time systems, it becomes more meaningful to use

specification-based testing criteria.

Hence, we believe that mutation-based testing criteria are useful for testing dynamic
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real-time systems. The first step toward such criteria is to present mutation operators

that represent faults in the design of real-time systems, that is, design faults and incorrect

estimations that may lead to failures in the form of delayed response of critical tasks.

Here we present some preliminary mutation operators that should be evaluated. In

many of these mutation operators, a parameter, delta, is used to indicate some constant

time unit. The appropriate size of the delta depends on the tightness of the schedule for a

particular load. A small delta will yield fewer test cases than a big delta. However, the test

cases produced by small deltas will probably be better since they will be able to distinguish

smaller faults in the design from a correct design. Each of these mutant operators also

represents a design fault, or an incorrect assumption about the behavior of the system or

its environment.

∆+ Execution Time

This mutant operator increases the execution time with a constant time delta for each task

individually. This class of mutants would represent an overly optimistic estimation of the

worst-case execution time of a task.

The rational for this operator is that estimations of worst-case execution time of pro-

grams are very hard. In particular, the execution time when running a task concurrently

with other tasks may be longer than running the task in singularity due to unpredictable

sharing of hardware elements such as caches and branch-predicting pipelines.

∆− Execution Time

This mutant operator decrease the execution time from the worst-case estimate to a better

than best-case execution time. That is; ∆ > wcet− bcet.

This mutation operator becomes relevant if multiple active tasks share resources in the
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system. A shorter than expected execution time may lead to a scenario where a lower

priority task gets hold of a resource and blocks a higher prioritized task. If then the lowest

priority task runs for its maximum execution time it may cause the higher priority task to

miss its deadline due to blocking. It may also be relevant if a too early response of some

request may influence the behavior of the environment so that the input load hypothesis

gets altered (For example, the system and environment may get into an oscillating behavior

that eventually leads to a missed deadline).

∆− Inter-arrival Time

This mutant operator decrease the interarrrival time between requests for a specific tasks

execution with a constant number of time units, delta. This reflects a change in the systems

environment so that requests come more frequently into the system than expected at design

time.

This mutant operator is important when the temporal behavior of the environment is

unpredictable and cannot be described with certainty at design time. The resulting test

cases will stress the system to reveal its sensitivity to higher frequencies of requests.

Event Pattern Offset

Given that several recurring environment requests have periodic request patterns with a

relative offset to each other, this mutation operator changes the offset between two such

patterns with a constant ∆ time units.

This mutation operator is relevant when the ability for the system to meet its timing

constraints depends on the fact that two recurring event patterns have a relative offset so

that their associated tasks cannot disturb each other.
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A series of small case studies will be done to evaluate different mutation operators and

to explore the limitations and possibilities of these kinds of criteria.

5.3 Generation of Executable Test Cases

As mentioned in section 4.4 the test case specification consists of three parts. The first

part is an initial-state description, the second an event-sequence of stimuli with input

parameters and the third is the expected outcomes of executing the test case.

For testing timeliness it is useful to categorize the variables in the initial-state descrip-

tions and the event-sequences according to what they influence during execution. Two

categories are variables that influence the execution time of individual tasks, and variables

that influence the execution order of tasks directly. Notice that the individual execu-

tion times of tasks will also influence the execution order, indirectly, by the fact that the

scheduler may re-schedule as a consequence of a task finishing or releasing a data resource.

For example, the parameters passed with event occurrences and state of locked data-

objects will influence the execution time of the individual transaction tasks.

Consider the case when a transaction is started as the result of a triggered sensor, the

transaction task locks a data-table object and a history-object and checks if the event

parameter containing the sensor value is within some tolerance bounds specified by the

history object – if that is the case nothing more is done and the history object is updated,

if it is not the case, the data table is searched for an entry which best matches the parameter

value. In this example it is obvious that the execution time of the transaction program

depends on both the parameter and the data-objects.

Timing between two sensor-generated events would influence the execution order di-

rectly but not influence the execution time of the individual transaction tasks. For example,

consider a case where the execution time of two transaction tasks T1, and T2, for servicing
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two incoming sensor notifications is 4 and 1 time-units and their associated deadlines are

6 and 2 respectively. If T2 arrives 3 time units after T1, task T2 will pre-empt T1 and

execute in one time-unit, then T1 will resume its execution. If T2 arrives 4 time units after

T1, then T1 already have finished and no preemption will take place.

We believe that test-case generation can be separated into distinct techniques for the

two categories of variables in the test case specification. Both phases are equally important

and should be automated.

5.3.1 Generating Input Data for Temporal Unit Testing

The temporal behavior of a software program as a function of the input data is discontinu-

ous. Hence, a very small perturbation of some input parameter may result in large changes

in the temporal behavior, such as executing an alternative branch with entirely different

temporal properties.

Acquiring test-data for producing specific classes of execution times (e.g. worst case,

best-case and average-case) are similar to ordinary unit testing. However, in the spirit of

flexibility and automation we want to avoid methods that require static analysis of algo-

rithms for acquiring such data. There are several possible approaches that can be evaluated

for this purpose. Common for all such techniques is that they should be performed as a

preparation to system level and timeliness testing.

One example of such a method is a compiler based method for finding the longest

execution path of software [PF99b].

Category partitioning is another technique that can be done without access to the

application code. There are also methods for measuring coverage in category partitioning

and automating such test generation [AO94].

Other methods that have been tried are based on genetic algorithms. For example

Wegener et al.[WSJE97] propose a method that uses genetic algorithms to generate test
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data for testing temporal properties of real-time systems. The method aims to find the

longest and shortest execution paths of real-time programs. The paper shows that the

genetic algorithm method outperforms a random method in finding the longest and shortest

execution paths, measured in the number of clock cycles of program execution. In these

methods only the execution time itself has served as a fitness function that regulates the

heuristic search for an optimum. However, we believe that there is more information that

can be used to guide this search and get better input-data.

In this project we will adapt and compare different unit-testing strategies for deriving

worst-case execution times for individual tasks.

5.3.2 Generating Initial State and Event Sequences

The generation of the right initial state information and event sequences are key in finding

execution orders that potentially violate temporal constraints. By using test cases that

includes an initial-state of all active tasks the probability to observe and verify a specific

part of an execution order increases significantly, compared to using an event sequence as

input.

If the TAT modeling language is used for describing system characteristics, each state

of the model also incorporate the state of a task queue. This makes it possible to generate

test cases with initial-state descriptions. However, if realistically sized systems are modeled

in this notation, the state space will increase violently, and a big challenge in this part of

the project is to find efficient ways of searching this state space for execution orders that

fulfill the specified testing criteria.

Ammann, Black and Majurski [ABM98] presents a method for generating test cases

that fulfills mutation based testing criteria using model checking.

A modified version of their method should be applicable on the TAT models of dynamic

real-time systems (see section 5.1). The following items summarize such modified version
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of their test case generation approach:

• Apply a set of mutation operators on a refined TAT specification of the system under

test. For example, the ∆ + execution time mutant.

• Model-check the mutated specifications for non-schedulability using a similar ap-

proach as presented by Nordström et al [NAY99]. Let the model-checker produce a

counter example trace, that is a trace which leads the system into a non-schedulable

state.

• For each counter example, compare it with a corresponding trace in the correct spec-

ification, mark the first point the traces are different. That is, the real specification

is in a state that cannot accept a state transition existing in the counter example

trace.

• Create a test case for each generated counter-example. The initial-state description

can be generated from the task queue corresponding to the previously marked place

in the counter example. The event-sequence part can then be taken directly from

the rest of the counter example.

The method will generate a test case for each of the mutants produced by the mutation

operator that actually cause the mutant to be non-schedulable. This also means that some

mutants will be considered benign and not produce test cases.
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Chapter 6

Expected results

We expect that the main contribution from this project will be a validated framework

for automatic testing of timeliness in dynamic real-time systems. The framework should

consist of a set of requirements on the tested system, including architecture suggestions,

constraints on applications and components needed for effective testing (as discussed in

chapter 4). The framework provides a notation in which the real-time system and its

applications can be specified and suggest an array of testing criteria, as well as means for

automatically generating and executing test cases.

A system that supports the proposed framework for testing is tested in the following

way;

1. The framework specification model are configured with the architectural constraints,

components that exist on the execution environment in a particular system.

2. The relevant behaviors of specific real-time applications and their associated envi-

ronment entities are modeled, using provided guidelines and notation.

3. Next, a suitable test criterion for the system at hand is selected from a hierarchy

of criteria with different levels of thoroughness. Test-case specifications are then
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generated automatically from the formal model, in accordance with the selected

testing criteria. The number of test cases produced with a specific test criterion will

depend on the constraints adopted for testability and the size of the system.

4. Tools for gaining input data for individual transaction tasks are used during the unit

testing and early development phases to provide additional information which need

to be included in test cases so that they become executable.

5. If the system is built in accordance with the test execution environment, then test

cases are automatically executed with the associated test-case execution scheme. If

not, the generated test cases will nominate execution orders and how many times

they should be observed.

6. During test execution, test-logs are produced which can be analyzed off-line using

the formal model or the test-case specifications. This will reveal deviations from the

assumed behavior that can guide further testing and debugging.

The framework for test-case generation and execution solve both the problem of acquir-

ing relevant test cases for testing timeliness and the high effort associated with executing

test cases. This support for effective automated testing will hopefully increase confidence in

the timeliness of dynamic real-time system and become a valuable complement to execution

time estimations and schedulability analysis in dependable and dynamic systems.

One of the advantages with this approach is that the tools in the framework can re-

execute test cases to get statistically significant evidence that a particular execution order

does not cause the system to fail. Hence, it is possible to quantify the testing performed

in a dynamic real-time system.

Another advantage is that the test suites are implicitly defined by the formal specifi-

cation and a particular testing criterion. This means that the test suites do not have to
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Figure 6.1: Test framework flow

be maintained separately. Only the formal notation must be updated when changes are

introduced in the system.

Figure 6.1 shows the flow of information within the proposed framework. From a

formal modeling language a set of mutant specifications are generated in accordance with

the selected testing criterion. Each mutant specification are generated with a hypothesized

fault that are suspected to be in the actual system. Each mutant specification is ”searched”

for critical situations that may occur as a consequence of such fault, for instance, using

a model checker. If the particular fault that the mutant represents can cause a critical

situation then a test case specification is derived with the possibility of revealing that fault

in the implementation. The test case specification is then used together with relevant

parameters from unit testing to effectively test for that particular fault.

Initial work has already begun, but much effort still remains to validate and refine

the proposed ideas. The following sections describe the results that we expect will be

part of the final thesis and approaches selected for acquiring these results. These sections

also describe how the objectives in section 3.3 can be met using the method suggested in
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chapters 4 and 5.

6.1 Validation of Automatic Test Case Execution Claims

In chapter 4 we claimed that test-case execution in dynamic systems can be made more

efficiently using transaction semantics and forced execution. However, exactly how much

can be gained by this increased controllability with respect to observing specific execution

orders are not clear.

The initial approach chosen for quantifying such benefits of the test execution scheme

is to build an executable simulation model of a dynamically scheduled real-time system.

This simulation model can be used to visualize the execution in the system and also for

measuring the result of changing different parameters.

The ability to simply change parameters in the model is useful to get indications of

how, for example, test effort and requirements on test case specifications change with

different execution environment characteristics and test-execution schemes. This makes it

possible to demonstrate the benefit gained from focusing the test execution on the relevant

scenarios.

Another point of doing a simulation model is to gather all the target system charac-

teristics and constraints in one place so that it is possible to compare our work with other

systems that exist in industry and academia - and thereby further validate the relevance

of our results.

A complementary approach to a simulation is to implement a dynamic real-time system

application and use that for demonstrating the validity of the claims for the test-case

execution scheme. However, since such an approach is costly it may be better to build

(or acquire and adapt) such system once initial results and experiences are available from

simulations. It is also harder to visualize the test execution process, and vary different
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parameters in a real system. However, A final proof of concept demonstration will be done

in the end of the project (see section 6.5) .

6.2 A Formal Specification Model for Dynamic Real-

Time Systems

This project will define a formal model that is part of the framework for automated testing.

The approach for creating such model is to review modeling notations of other test case

generation methods and investigate if they could be adopted directly or modified to be

applicable in the proposed framework.

In section 5.1 timed automata with tasks are described. This model notation will

initially be extended and evaluated for our purposes, if its deemed unsuitable in some

respect then other candidates, for example Petri-nets, will be evaluated in the same way.

The criteria used for evaluating a modeling notation further are that:

• It should be possible to model the type of systems described in chapter 4, including

the execution environment and the applications them selves. In particular, it should

be able to handle concurrency, varying execution orders and time constraints.

• It should be possible to express test criteria that are likely to capture relevant faults-

types in the model. For example the criteria in section 5.2.

• It should support automatic generation of the type of test case specifications that

was defined in section 4.4.

The selected candidate formal notations are initially evaluated by actually creating

models of dynamic real-time systems applications trough a number of case studies on some

relevant target systems. An alternative to this is to prove, using a formal system or logic

reasoning that the specification model can capture the type of target systems we consider.
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However, in this case we believe that a set of case studies on typical target systems will be

enough as a proof of principle.

The ability of the model to be used for expressing testing criteria and generation of test

cases can be validated by algorithmically transforming information from the case-study

models to test-case specifications that are nominated by the testing criteria.

6.3 Validation of Testing Criteria for Timeliness

For objective three to be met we must demonstrate testing criteria are that effective in

finding timeliness faults.

In order to do this it is necessary to clearly outline the fault-types that cause timeliness

failures of the real-time systems and formulate corresponding test requirements that can

demonstrate the absence of one particular hypnotized fault.

The approach chosen for reaching this objective is to define and classify fault-types and

conditions that may lead to timeliness violations in the context of the formal model. Both

mutation based testing criteria and criteria that nominate specific execution orders based

on structural characteristics of the participating tasks will be evaluated, see section 5.2 for

initial ideas and preliminary results.

Algorithms will then be developed that use the formal model and a specific testing

criterion as input, and produce the test case specifications that needs to be executed as

output.

A secondary aim is to make the fault-classification and testing criteria as general as

possible. They can then be useful for real-time systems that do not comply with all the

requirements part of the framework.

An anticipated challenge for reaching this objective is to avoid unreasonable high com-

putational complexity in the generation algorithms. For example, a full state-space ex-
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ploration is probably too expensive, considering the huge amount of potential states in

dynamic real-time systems. Hence, some kind of heuristic search or delimitation of the

state-space is required.

Once test suites are generated, validation of the proposed testing criteria should be

performed by comparing the generated set of test cases with test suits produced by other

methods (for example, statistical methods based on random testing, and pure black-box

methods for real-time which only produce event-sequences).

The success of the different test suits can both be compared in a simulation and in

an actual dynamic real-time system where design-faults have been hidden. The approach

chosen here is to use simulation of systems with injected design faults to experiment with

testing criteria initially. And then try out the best such testing criteria on a real system.

An alternative would be too compare testing criteria to each other using proven sub-

sumption relations (see for example Offutt, Xiong and Liu [OXL99]). However such rela-

tions will only be outlined in this work if they are obvious.

6.4 TETReS T 3 : A Tool Box for Timeliness Testing

Three different types of tools have been identified that are needed to fully support the

suggested framework for automated testing.

One set of tools should allow testers to model their own dynamic real-time systems

formally and specify testing criteria. These tools should then automatically be able to

generate of test case specifications that fulfills those criteria.

Our initial approach for realizing this prototype is to avoid the graphical handling of the

specification model by adding the required extra functionality as a plug-in or extension (pre

and/or post processor) to an already existing tool (for example, UPPAAL, TIMES). The

reason for this is that we want to avoid re-implementing features for graphical manipulation
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if possible.

Separate tools are also needed to support the generation of input-data to individual

tasks during unit testing. This is needed so that individual tasks (or transaction tasks)

behave similarly to the generated test-case specification, during actual execution.

For example, if the test case generation algorithm decides that a situation where a

certain transaction task should execute for 4 ms, then it is pre-empted by another task

that should execute no longer than 2 ms, is particularly interesting to test. Then some

input data must be found that make the first task to execute more than 4 ms, or else, that

behavior cannot be verified.

As for these tools, a set of existing unit-testing methods is to be evaluated, potentially

refined and integrated in the framework. Methods based on combination testing strategies

and genetic algorithms should primarily be tried for this purpose. The evaluation will be

performed as a series of experiments, using a range of small application tasks.

The last category of tools is for realizing the automatic execution of test cases. A

prototype test-driver and state enforcer that take test-case specifications and automatically

execute the test cases on the target system will be developed.

The initial approach for implementing the test-driver component is to integrate it with

a dedicated version the DeeDS prototype. However, some adjustments of already existing

components in this prototype may be needed to fulfill the requirements on the execution

environment. If the changes needed in the DeeDS prototype is too extensive some other

dynamic real-time system architecture will be used as starting point instead (For example,

the SPRING kernel is a potential candidate).
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6.5 Applying the TETRES Framework

To meet the last objective and gain confidence in the framework proposed in this project

we hope to be able to use the methods in the framework for testing some real dynamic

real-time system. Hopefully, this will demonstrate the hypothesized reduce in test-effort

and effectiveness of the testing criteria.

The primary approach for this objective is to try to acquire a dynamic real-time system

with suitable applications from an industrial or academic partner. Such system can then

be adapted to the automated testing framework and modeled using the provided notation.

Some potential sources for suitable applications are;

• The WITAS-DeeDS Project, that performs research in intelligent replication and

communication among nodes of dynamic real-time systems.

• Flexcon, which is a collaborating umbrella project aimed at using flexible and com-

ponent based real-time systems for control theoretic applications.

• Enea Systems, which is an industrial collaborator of this project and have contacts

with many developers of commercial real-time systems.

If no suitable real-time systems can be acquired from partners and collaborators, a set

of simpler experiments will be done. A small real-time application will be developed in-

house using, for example, an adapted DeeDS prototype platform. It will be specified and

designed according to the framework guidelines and seeded with implementation and design

errors by an independent part. This will then be tested with the framework tools used as

proof by concept of timeliness testing and the automatic test-case execution scheme.
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Chapter 7

Related work

This section presents some related work in the joint area of software testing and real-

time and reactive systems. The focus is on test-case generation methods but also some

general contributions in the area are presented.

7.1 Testing of Real-Time Systems

Thane [Tha00] presents results for testing distributed real-time systems. Thane highlights

the fact that the execution order will influence the result of real-time tasks and that

there are non-deterministic elements that will influence the execution order, for example,

the execution time of tasks. Thane focuses on statically scheduled systems where it is

tractable to analyze the possible execution orders before the system goes into operation.

The system is then executed until there is enough test coverage in each of the anticipated

execution paths. Thane does not present any method for generating test cases; instead he

suggests that conventional methods can be used in combination with his execution order

analysis. Another interesting contribution is a method for producing deterministic replay

and debugging facilities for statically and fixed priority scheduled real-time systems.

Although the focus of Schütz’s [Sch93] work is on testing purely time triggered systems,
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he discusses test execution in event-triggered systems. The factors that he identifies as

important when doing deterministic replay is synchronization of processes, access to time

and synchronous interrupts. Further, Schütz discuss the test effort of the two design

approaches and concludes that the theoretical number of execution orders in a event-

triggered system compared with time-triggered systems increase at least exponentially.

Birgisson, Mellin and Andler [BMA99] also elaborate on the test effort associated with

the different paradigms and suggests some constraints which would potentially decrease

the test effort of event-triggered systems while maintaining their event-triggered semantics.

For example, a task that executes in an event-triggered real-time system can gener-

ally be preempted an unlimited number of times, and each combination of preemptions

potentially results in a different state of the overall system. The enormous number of

states complicates testing of event-triggered systems, since in order to gain confidence in

the timely delivery of a specific result, the introduction of related events may need to be

tested at each possible system state [Bir98].

7.2 Specification-based test-case generation

This section presents the state-of-the-art methods for testing real-time systems. In partic-

ular there is a focus on methods that claim to generate open-loop test cases for real-time,

embedded or reactive systems.

Clarke and Lee [CL97] introduce a framework for testing time constraints of real-time

systems. Time constraints are specified in a constraint graph, and the specification model

is process algebra. This method is interesting since input occurs continuously and time

constraints are specified formally. However, the focus of this test-case generation method

is to test time constraints on the input to the system. No method for generation of test

cases for testing of time constraints on the output signals is presented.
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There are a number of methods for testing time constraints based on timed automata

models. In general, these methods supply interesting event sequences for testing time

constraints. However, they do not generally consider the variations in behavior imposed by

the execution environment. One such method is presented by Petitjean and Fochal [PF99a]

who propose a test architecture for testing timed systems. A timed system is described as

a timed automaton where time constraints can be expressed as a region graph, the region

graph is used for specifying testing criteria. The specification model is the timed automaton

theory proposed by Alur and Dill [AD94]. Another similar approach was presented by

En-Nouaary et al [ENFDE98]. Their approach exploits a sampling algorithm using grid-

automata and non-deterministic finite-state machines as intermediate representations in

the test generation process to reduce the test-effort and maintain test-coverage.

Nielsen and Skou [NS00] use a subclass of timed automata called ERA (event recording

automata model) for specifying time dependent applications. The main contribution with

their method is a coarser equivalence partitioning of temporal behaviors over the time

constraints expressed in the specification. However, here it is inconclusive if the degree

of test coverage can be maintained. Laurencot and Castanet [LC97] recapitulate formal

modeling languages which can be used to test real-time systems. The different specifications

they compare are the automata of Alur and Dill [AD94], Timed Transition Models (e.g.,

[COG98]), and an Extended Time Input Output State Machine. The method decomposes

a timed formal model into sub-models for each timer and generates tests by traversing

the sub-models. Cardell-Oliver and Glover [COG98] also starts the test generation process

from a formal methods perspective. This requires that the system under test can be viewed

as a deterministic finite state automaton. In our target model it is hard to construct such

an abstraction that captures all aspects of the temporal behavior for the entire system

(due to for example, data-dependencies and race conditions).

Mandrioli et al. [MMM95] suggest a method for testing of real-time systems based on
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specifications of system behavior in the temporal logic language TRIO. The elements of

test cases are timed input-output pairs. These pairs can be combined and shifted in time

to create a large number of partial test cases. For system level testing the number and

complexity of logic formulas will increase rapidly. In a more recent work [SMM00], the

authors expand their previous results to incorporate a high-level, structured specifications

that can be combined with the low-level specifications proposed earlier for testing modular

software applications. This refinement is valuable, but the result is only event sequences,

and still no consideration is taken to internal states when events occur.

Morasca and Pezze [MP90] propose a method for testing concurrent and real-time sys-

tems that uses high-level Petri-nets for specification and implementation. This article takes

problems with concurrency into consideration, but testing of the time constraints is not

explicitly considered. Braberman et al. [BFM97] also introduce a method for generating

test cases for real-time systems based on timed Petri-net designs. The method uses the

design notation SA/SD-RT for specifying the behavior of concurrent real-time systems.

The design specification is translated to a timed Petri-net notation from which a timed

reachability tree can be derived. Listed future work is to investigate how architectural

information, such as scheduling policies, can be taken into account during test-case gen-

eration. We believe that the method by Braberman et al. is one of the most promising

methods for our purpose since it has the potential to generate both system-wide state

specifications and event-sequences.

Further, Raymond et al. [RNHW98] present a method for generating event sequences

for reactive systems. Their approach models environmental constraints and test require-

ments as external observers. However, the method neither explicitly considers test case

generation for testing temporal constraints nor considers the internal execution behavior

of the tested system.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the thesis proposal and discusses the main contributions of

this project. Also, ideas that are related to our work but outside the scope of the project

are described.

8.1 Summary and Thesis Statement

This thesis proposal has presented some of the current challenges in testing dynami-

cally scheduled real-time systems. The main motivation for this project is the high effort

associated with verifying timeliness in dependable but yet flexible real-time systems. The

particular problem on testing timeliness in this kind of systems arises from non-determinism

and a huge number of potential execution orders. Hence, we need to be able to produce

test suites that exercise a meaningful subset of the system execution orders and automated

test case execution methods that can focus the test execution on verifying these important

behaviors, while coping with the non-determinism.

The following thesis statement is proposed:

Automated testing can be used reduce the effort to verify timeliness of dynamic real-time

systems, given a well-defined test execution environment, a formal specification model and
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Figure 8.1: Concept model of the testing framework

a test-case generation method that takes execution orders into consideration.

A specification model for the purpose of meaningful automated test case generation

for dynamic real-time systems must take the internal system state into consideration; the

reason for this is that the timeliness will depend on the execution order of tasks. Given

such a model a set of specification-based testing-criteria for timeliness can be developed.

A well-defined test execution environment in this context provides a way to execute

test cases. It sets requirements on the test-case specification and put constraints on appli-

cations so that they can be tested effectively. A test execution environment also consists

of components (or functionality) that are required for supporting testing.

In Figure 8.1 we have tried to visualize some of the concepts used in this section

and their relations. A real-time system should comply to a test execution environment

specification in the sense that it should implement the mechanisms that are found to be

required for a successful testing of the system. For example, the test execution environment
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specification may say that applications should be written with designated pre-emption

points, have EDF-scheduling and non-interfering observation facilities. The test execution

environment specification configures the specification model to incorporate models of these

components. Additional information about the behavior of applications that run on this

particular real-time system is then expressed directly in the specification model. This

model also gives a simplified description of the assumed behavior of the environment of

the system, for example, physic laws that limit events from happening simultaneously.

From the specification model and the selected testing criteria, test cases are generated and

executed in the real-time system.

8.2 Contributions

Here we discuss the scientific contribution that we hope to make with the proposed thesis.

• Presentation and validation of a testing framework for all activities part of testing

timeliness in dynamic real-time systems. If the framework is demonstrated to success-

fully solve the outlined problems it can be used to speed up and increase confidence

in timeliness testing. Even if the framework cannot solve the problem completely,

parts of the framework may remain useful, and knowledge of testing timeliness has

been expanded.

• A method for automatically executing test cases in a dynamic real-time system that

is able to set-up and execute test cases while limiting the impact from jitter from

the execution environment. Indications of how much test execution time (and effort)

that can be saved by executing test cases using this method compared to current

methods will also be presented.

• A adapted formal specification notation and guidelines for expressing dynamic real-

time systems that have been constrained for testability. Such a notation can be used
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for other purposes than test-case generation.

• A set of validated specification-based testing criteria related to the temporal correct-

ness of systems which allows coverage to be expressed with respect to timeliness and

robustness.

The vision for technology transfer from this project is inspired by Kopetz. Kopetz’s re-

search group has developed the real-time kernel MARS and associated theories and method-

ologies which have resulted in the commercial TT protocols for time-triggered real-time

systems. A similar development from this project is possible if commercial stakeholders are

interested in the platform capabilities of the automated testing environment. It is possible

that the increased testability and tool-support associated with such platform would con-

vince real-time system developers to use and benefit from the work for developing flexible

real-time applications.

8.3 Future Work

This section contains some spin-off ideas of how the framework for automatic testing of

timeliness can be extended outside the scope of this work.

8.3.1 Generation of Applications Stubs from Formal Specifica-

tions

Since the formal notation used in this work for test-case generation actually specifies the

architecture and high-level design of applications. It should be possible to automatically

generate an infrastructure for flexible applications as well as test cases. That is, application

programmers decide the interaction of transaction tasks and relevant events (potentially

composite events and rule-sets as well) in the formal language. From this language a skele-
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ton is generated automatically, which conforms to the specified constraints, and application

programmers refine this task skeletons to actual applications. This would support the no-

tion of refinement, often advocated in the formal methods community. Automatic testing

can then be applied to check that the higher level of refinement (with more implementation

detail) is timely.

8.3.2 Reflective Test Interface for Flexible Real-Time Compo-

nents

One interesting idea in the context of further automating testing is to have real-time ap-

plications that are aware of enough meta information so that their specification can be

automatically acquired from a test interface. Example of information that would be inter-

esting to be able to acquire is data-values that cause maximum execution times, resource

requirements and other dependencies, and maximum number of preemption points.

8.3.3 A Fully Integrated DeeDS for Automated Testing

The architecture proposed for the tested systems in the framework resemble the Distributed

activE real-timE Database System – DeeDS. However, DeeDS is currently not designed

to support applications with constraints and does not contain all required components

needed for automated test-case execution. If a the framework presented in this thesis is

shown successful for testing dynamic real-time systems, a special version of DeeDS can be

developed that is refined to fully support the framework.
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